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As the season of renewal blooms around us, I find myself reflecting on the vibrant 

experiences and valuable insights shared at the 2024 Congress on Healthcare Leadership in 

Chicago this past March. It was a wonderful gathering of healthcare leaders dedicated to 

driving innovation, fostering collaboration, and elevating the standard of care in our 

industry. 

 

I was particularly impressed by the spirit of camaraderie and shared purpose that 

permeated the event. The exchange of ideas and experiences reminded me of the strength 

and resilience of healthcare professionals in Vermont, and the power we hold to effect 

positive change in the lives of those we serve.  

 

Thank you to those who contributed to the success of the March event, including those who 

served as speakers and volunteers, as well as our newest Vermont ACHE Fellows who 

participated in the Convocation Ceremony. Your dedication and passion are truly 

commendable. 

 

As we transition out of the spring season, I am excited about upcoming education 

opportunities offered through the ACHE of Northern New England. These programs are 

designed to empower healthcare leaders like us with the knowledge, skills, and networks 

needed to navigate today’s complex healthcare landscape. Whether you’re seeking to 

enhance your leadership capabilities, stay informed on emerging trends, or expand your 

professional network, there is something for everyone. 

 

I encourage you to take advantage of these offerings and to continue your journey of 

professional growth and development. By investing in our own learning and development, 

we not only strengthen ourselves as leaders but also contribute to the collective 

advancement of our industry. Please visit our NNE Chapter website throughout the year for 

information and updates on upcoming Summer, Fall, and Winter events. 

 

In closing, I want to express my gratitude to each of you for your dedication, passion, and 

unwavering commitment to excellence in healthcare leadership. Together, we are making a 

difference, and I am honored to be part of such an inspiring community. 

 

Here’s to a season filled with growth, opportunity, and endless possibilities! 

 
All my best, 

 

 
 

Kelly Watson, DNP, RN, FACHE 

Regent for Vermont 

kowatson@rrmc.org  
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